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Dear Mr. Vick:

We have reviewed the DSTP on Repository Environmental Parameters.... as
requested. Ve do not believe the draft fully addresses the SOW as we understand
it. As )ou may recall we s'pent some time with the URC staff discussing what we
believed could and could not be.done in''this area. Our staff Is familiar with
the text and intent of the SOW since 'the rewritten SOW to ORNL ls, In essence,
the 189 developed by BtlL for the NRC. Some general and specific comments
follow:

(1) The DSTP as written dealslmore with the waste package than with the
environmental parameters. .-The d'raft contalns much material that already exists
In tRC nTP's. For example, .the authors in 'the text (page 3-2) claim "An ext-n-
sive analysis was undertaken to determine the output parameters that must result
from the repository environmental parameter model. The result of this analysis
was the following list of repository environmental parameters in decreasing
order of importance: groundwater characteristics, temperature, radiation and
pressure." As far as we can.determLne there ls no analysis given in the text of
the DSTP that yields this ranking.' The discussion given in Appendix C on this
ranking seems to be a summary dealing with a similar ranking of pages 23-32 of
the previously published Draft Technical Position, Subtask 1.1 Waste Package
Performance After Repository Closure (NUREC/CR-3219, Vol. l, BtlL-VUREC-51608).

(2) The authors, in several areas dealing with groundwater properties and
backflll properties, accept optimistic claims made by the DOE without noting

that contradictory claims'exist In both the DOE and the NRC literature, For ex-
ample, in describing EWIP groundwater propertiesaon page D-7 the authors state

"....there Is little doubt that.,-.. the-groundwater is reducing in nature."
This claim is' In.contrast to publlshed NRC'positions in the SCA. The authors'

discussions on backfills i,e.', (page D-10) "A linit of 3000C on the packing is
very conservative since 'temperatures up to 4000C are not expected to cause

serious degradation of the bentonIte' p'acking'.".'are one-sided and Incomplete. A

good deal of work fron the DOE.contradicts many of the optimistic positions

cited by the DSTP authors.
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.o' 'exampe 
,see Overbys 

acomtents 
and the..discusslons 

and evalua-

.tions;of;backfill 
re'search 

and' da ta given, 
in "Review 

of DOE Uaste Package

'.,,,.,'.Program," 
G/CR-248,- 

ol. .4H, UltJl'51:494, 
pages 

88-89 and pages 74 to

.

-

136,in geierait 

Xnigeneral'-the'au~thorsave 

ignored 
a great 

deal of literar

' . ... turearing'on 

this DSTP.that 
oftencon"trad'c-ts.or 

of fers alternative 
views 

to

thspesentd. 
A 

,(3) The draft 
In many areasWppears 

t *be more,of 
a partial 

literature

:";.', su'rmary 
withioust"e'valua'ti 

atn'a` 
DSTP ,As"siuch 

lt is uncritical, 
incomplete

ind inappropriate.

(4) An appreciable 
portIon 

'of the introductory 
text deals 

with 
the histor:

and politics 
of waste 

management. 
Aside 

from beinigrepetitive 

and out of place

It contains 
naive 

mistakes 
such as (page 

1-4) "'The ,Department 
of Energy 

(DOE) 
i

primarily 
responsible 

for. developing 
national 

policy 
on disposal 

of HLU...."

Y

S

(5) The sections 
on thermodynamics 

and kinetics 
are vague 

and confusing.

It is not clear 
what the 'authors 

are recommending 
that the DOE develop 

as needed

information,

(6) In some cases 
(pages 

3-3, 3-5, 3-6, 3-7, 3-10, 
3-11) 

the authors

recormend 
complicated 

and difficult 
measurements 

from the DOE without 
connecting

their 
relevance 

to evaluation 
of a repository 

license 
(i.e., 

gamma 
and alpha

radiation 
spectra, 

nultigroup 
gamma 

ray attenuation, 
absorption, 

cross 
sections,

etc).

Some additional 
specific 

comments 
follow:

(1) The discussions 
on doses 

to the thyroid, 
organs 

and whole 
body on page

1-5 are Inappropriate 
for an NRC DSTP.,.(2) The discusston 

(page 
1.6) on waste 

package 
providing 

'a major 
basis

for compliance 
in cases 

involving 
intermediate 

times 
and distances..." 

is

confusing,

(3) In contrast 
to the discussion 

on page 1-6 the M1C is not likely 
to

give credit 
for vaste 

package 
containment 

for as long as ten thousand 
years.

(4) The statement 
an page 1-7 "....compliance 

with 
this section 

which 
will

require 
continuation 

of the waste 
package 

containment 
analysis 

for tines 
well

beyond 
1000 years,..." 

is not obviously 
true. 

Since 
the authors 

state 
In

3everal 
places 

(including 
the first 

sentence 
in the introduction) 

that this

draft 
represents 

an URC staff 
position 

such claims 
are potentially 

embarrassing

unless 
the KRC modifies 

its past positions.
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(S) Statement's: on page': -Il.'(Iten A) assume future policy changes for the
N:RC -, thejy":ire not appropriate. . 'U f p .g 

f, '(6) The statement on pagi '.that a certain assumption made by the
authors " I....-s the iposition of the .tRC staff .... " should be deletedt:7) .The fIrst' sen tenco p.. pn 3- 1'usea quantitatively instead of
reaionable;'assur"nce.-The.last 

sentenee uses underground facility where
engineered barrier.' ystom.should.;1e used.

- -Additlonal commentis'are' ncluded ln the enclosed memo.
.. e',lsh.'.to :tr'only 

t ouch on some of the salient
points'. -e-beliieve' m.uch more"'tine1ianecessary 

.to 6o over thedocument page by
pace

,. ,. -. , ,, . Sincere ly,

-P. C. Schweitzer, Associate ChairnanHead, Ituclear Waste Management Divlslon

.,,- ./,,-

_--
C. Sastre,
'lead, HTGR Pivision

C. Pescatore, Nuclear Waste Management Div.
DCS :CSsCP:gfs
Enclosure
cc: M. S. Davis

1. Y. Ia to
Jl, J . C. Kou ts ' :P. Soo
Docket Control Center, 11RC



'BROOKHAVENNATIONAL LABORATORY

M E MO.,R. A:N D U M

DATE. February -16, 1984
;-. ~ ~~ ~ D;TE '. .~ % | ..

TO: Fileos

FROM: C. Sastre and C. Pesoatore' ;

SUBJECT: Review of "Draft Staff Technical Position on Repository
Environmental Parameters Relevant to Assessing the Performance
of ELm. Packagos'-

1. INMRODUCTION

The'document under review intinds to communicato the NRC position on (a)

which are the waste package sytea ariable's relevant to waste package perfor-

mance and (b)oan acceptable wayi to determine them. Recommendations about the

first Item were reached aftcr re l'ew ng DOE's walste'package characterization

efforts for the BlIP site. eiomeniations about the second ' te were reached

on consideration of present EPA and NRC criteria on the release of radio-

nuclides from a nuclear waste repository and froa high-level waste packages,

respectively.

The document consists of a review of the state-of-the-art of waste

package analysis at RVIP and of a main text of considerations and recommends-

tions. The BtIP review constitues all of the appendices to the document and

part of the main text. Because of the evolving position of the BlIP project

on waste packages, the BlIP review part should not appear in the DSTP which

should offer guidance on less volatile subjects. The considerations of the

main text are apppropriate for inclusion In the DSTP.

Our comments to the document are presented In Section 2 for the main text

of the DSTP (Chapters 1 through 4). and In Section 3 for the BlIP review

(Appendices A through D). Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

-1-
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The uso r t hout the docuetent -'and in thetdocu-

doms *Ithoc intoSccis leading., SinceNRC the. authors decntify waste

packae 9'sem vaiibl es:.as 'epSito .-nv~ieonmeita.: .Parameters,~.'thei reader Ls

led tho thilowk dothat eth& : doc -ent wl e ith t: , proper:les t to the ws.te

111ige. DTP j. ot iasto Itckage Pctfo lfter .g.t 5. fl.
'4M

pakg. DTP on Wasto ckgon Rthey NUEEG-0997dR etepmination. o8 _internal

wate p ackAge syste Cars ; te teprtureprofle within the

package, He t of the g-' 'in'toi,'I:.ioveas. etc.

-~~ ~ ~ -' . '. -, S - ; :. :-.. t .,

A, closer look at thedocumen th t its actually a document on

2ThoDPe 11 a 2 leayltct pack sa~thei ow nv~osna ocr

towaste packge mtodeling, here the hors iv ther own prescription on which

system varia-bles-a "are- impo~rt~ant and how modeIing should be 'accomPlished. They

do so w Ithout tAin sinto account the NC sition on the subject asp resented

in the following documentso

(11 sDTP on Wate Package Performance Alfter Repository Closure. NUREGICR-3219

Vol. August 19.. ..

[21 DTP on WA'Ste Package, Reliability, NURE-0997 R,.September 1983; also
C. Pescatre adC ate !sePc

MRS Meting an W teakage Relability, Analysis,,,

(31 DTP on Documentation of Models, -NUREG-0s56. December 1981.

The DTP's [11 and (21 already indicate the variables of environmental concern

to be groundwater composition, temperature, radiation, and pressure. Indeed,

they are being considered relevant to all sites. The BUIP review of these

authors simply confirms this position. An original contribution by the

authors Of the DSTP sh ould have; been to expand 'an the available NRC documenta-.

tion by offering further specification. In-order to limi t the level of details

requested of DOE for repository, licensing. However, the model requirements

which are suggested offer little guidance as they cover £11 possible grounds

b y being at times very specific and very vague at other times. For instance,

-2-



T4,

as l tto hetemperature mode i It Iis specifietd that the Initial distri-

> ,,,,, but ionof the heatstsource.. 'th''ste formsholdbespec ified The effect

t ' of t heast source distribution ii tho-waste form has alwasI been consideredht'iC cice. di'.. ... 'peIou anayses hic
un L.orteat in i £oi saalysot- Vic 1s the basis for such a detailed re-

, -- qriezenti Besides, hishouId I O ti t r that a' thermo-

dynam- '' 1° ic data base should bo-,' "copl' ";''or'' Jr"J r dionuclides, or that
',som infoaio titon' " hould be 'upli d on tn oformation rkte of "colloids''?

, sc. : a,~-4 .4 ..... ..... ...

Furthermore the doc ment .demonstra es no continuity with the DTP on Waste
Package Rellability and withthe DTP on the Documentation of Models'. The
authors propose a rellaili1tolmethd Igy 'whch implements fault and event

trees to perform quantitative-q-analysis. Thl me thodology has never been
demonstrated,`is not pursued by &vy DOE and its applibility is

highly con'troversial. Tho'docu t coiud place the N' C in the embarrassing

position of givlng guidanice to DOE on's'omethodology for which no basis has
been established.

2.2 Comments to Chaiter 4

Chapter 4 should comment on'thie'dequacy of,,DOE-BWIP waste package
models, but it falls short of'-its goal. It Is more a'colloquial assessment of

code development status than a critical review of codes. As such It should not
belong to the main body of,the DSTP. As an example, the WAPPA code is not re-
viewed in enough detail to offer guidance to either DOE or NRC. The statement

that "the WAPPA approach.'., is a rational attempt to model..." reads as an
endorsement of the code, whichis not warranted by the level at which the re-
view has been pOrformed'."

Also, It would appear from'Sectiii 4.7 on Sampling'Techniques, that

Monte Carlo simulation and Latin Bypercube Sampling are not compatible. This

Is not necessarily the case as demonstrated in Ref. C21.

3. COOHTS TO APPENDICES A TIROUGH D

As a general comment those appendices do not present detailed reviews

supportive of a DSTP document. TheY are a summary of readings of DOE and NRC
-3-
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-- docuents 2i- do not idd new detadil. The ton is colloquial, and it is
selo -lear hicVot 4thstiten 'ae ir ths Ai thors'- opinion. DOE's

pin°0 0 R C' ao tI ono analyss're provided. Since

these.'a' Ice avebaen pr ; opos for inclusion n a DSTP, It should be made
t clear constantly what ii being acceted y the NRC staff and what is suggested
by the authors. i his Is expecially true of the ""descriptive'" Appendices A.

-B nd C.

Additional comments on Appendices B. C. and D are as follows:

As a minor point, It should be noted that in B.3.1.5 the intense radia-

tion field In the packing material . due to Cs-137 and not Cs-135 and Sr-90

as stated In the tet.-

In Appendix C the environmental parameters are raaked on Importance. The

listing represents closely the general consensus but the relative ranking of

radiation field and pressure'could be arguable. and the broad class of ground-

water characteristics could be broken down in finer detail. It could be help-

ful if It were clarlfled what Importance means. In the form used by the

authors, importance depends on sensitivity of performance to a parameter and

on uncertainty of prediction of the paraaeter.

Tle Appendix D gives "credible ranges' "for the parameters. It is use-

ful to use the concept of credible ranges to channel the limited research re-

sources away from areas'Judged to be not representative of potential reposi-

tory conditions. Selection of such ranges, as the authors acknowledge. is

somewhat subjective and judgemental and perhaps there is more danger in trying

to formalize something not quite quantifiable than in recognizing the diff£-

culties and limitations. However, the concept Ls being used or proposed for

use "'to limit the possible range of enviromental parameters for use in

package performance analysis and limit access of research." At this point we

begln to take the numbers serlously anid the 'danger starts.

-The'fir'st Table D.l.lin a sense serves to test what "credible ranges

really mean." Te find that a sulphate 'ion concentration larger than 200 mgIL

is by implication Incredible oan the basis of ezperiuents in which concentra-

tions of 197 mg/L have been observed. We remember that in the body of the

-4-



, /D.- BW2 >{i s 'id at 9 theo " transient can result In concentation of

' theist er vaporation. ,Then in this usage "credible range'' means some-
'affair j .r t,

t- hing.s tl{> o;- '

~ us~'tb define the ranI Othit nncspert prac-

W aL v ~o X~ alue say "so what?'! For

0 sgfstyotheal'otg~djbt;;ean~ge be more the rng outside of which tho e pert
-Thii 4'iMoh r;e.a mista e r''-' " :;- '

" .a 'a I ,prue" :~i .,- . ,?:0.t', .,, mnS tht 'e;l not-overook .. ;

4. CONCLUSIONS

The document under review falls short of its goal. It represents no ic-

provement on previous NRC positions and cannot bevrelied upon to give DOE's

f.rhe,:idnceonho t aro dnit eein of i a :
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